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By: Huong Nguyen
rian Knee has prided himself in
providing the best possible service
on a personal level since he became
incorporated in 1996. With over 4000 clients
and over 20 years of professional experience,
Knee has earned his place in the industry as a
trusted advisor to his clients on how to make
safe improvements and upgrades to their home
or business.

B

Brian Knee Electric services the Halton
region by providing safety evaluations,
home inspections, electrical panel upgrades,
surge protection and full re-wiring services.
Knee takes pride in making sure his work
is completed to meet and exceed industry
guidelines and safety standards.
Continued on page 4 4

Five Best Practices for Buying Goods and Services
By: Janeen Stodulski, CPA, CGA,
MBA - Senior Manager
ant to be a “best in
class”
business
or
organization?
Then
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follow the lead of highly successful companies
and adopt these practices in your own
operation.
In today’s economic environment, doing
what you’ve always done—even if you do it
very well—is no longer acceptable. Under
pressure to contain costs and produce results
despite challenging circumstances, you
must transform rather than simply improve
your operation. That means adopting the
Continued on page 4 4
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e continue to work hard at being the voice for our members,
and look out for the many open-shop electrical contractors
that remain unrepresented in our industry. While the work
we do here at the OEL is a direct reflection of our members’ voices,
we continually look out for the industry as a whole.
Over the past few months, the OEL has been in touch with
Ontario’s new ministry of government and consumer services, to
bring attention to issues through consultation with our members.
The provincial office continues to work on, and develop, positive
relationships with our government partners so the opportunity for
open dialogue exists. This is evident in our meetings with ESA,
where we continue to work on our members concerns.

A

Cathy Frederickson is working hard to educate members of our
industry on the importance of being part of the OEL. Growing our
membership not only strengthens our voice – it brings together the
most influential parts of our industry – as a network and resource,
for each other.
Don’t forget that the OEL celebrates its 95th anniversary in
2017, and the Electrical Industry Conference is being held in the
Niagara region. Look for more information online.

s of August 1, 2016, we are excited to announce the Provincial
Office has moved. We will be hosting celebrations starting
Wednesday, September 21, 2016 with an OEL Golf Day. On
Thursday we will host an open house for members and guests to see
the new office, as well as the Board of Directors meeting. Friday will
welcome the Contractor Committee. Members are cordially invited
to join us as we celebrate a new milestone for the OEL. Please
contact the us, or check our website, for more information.
To go with our new office, AddENERGIE, a Canadian
leader in smart charging solutions for electric vehicles (EV),
has supplied an electric vehicle charging station at our location.
AddENERGIE develops, manufactures and operates charging
solutions for all segments, and can provide full guidance with
charging infrastructure. Don’t forget to look for it when you
come by to visit.
In preparation for OEL’s 95th anniversary next year, we’re
asking members to send any historical documents or photos you
may have on our association. We are working on putting together
a timeline and looking to archive materials to better understand
our history. If you have anything, anything, you think that could be
worth preserving, we ask that you please scan, email, or mail it to
our offices.
Last, but definitely not least, the OEL will be present at ESA’s
LEC meeting in October and November to help educate LECs in
attendance about the OEL.
Remember that membership renewals are now done online, and
if an invoice is required, you’ll need to contact the office for us to
send one out to you. Otherwise, just visit www.oel.org and “Renew
Now.” A reminder that month-to-month payments for your annual
fee is now available, and can be done upon your renewal.

Dave Ackison, Chair, OEL

Stephen Sell, President, OEL

“The provincial office
continues to work on, and
develop, positive relationships
with our government partners
so the opportunity for open
dialogue exists.”

Reminder that the provincial office is now located at 93 Skyway Avenue, Suite 109, Etobicoke, ON M9W 6N6
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On the Job

Brian Knee Electric
4Continued from page 1
“Every day is different, and flexibility is key,” said Knee.
“Because I am only one man, I am able to take on projects with
colleagues, all while being able to provide my own clients with a
superior level of service because it’s one-on-one. This is the best
part of working for myself.”
Operating as a one-man business is a substantial responsibility.
You wear many hats – you’re the business owner, the manager,
the bookkeeper, the client-relations specialist and the talent – yes
– the very thing that made it possible for you to have your own
business. But when you’re in business for yourself, the day-today can be overwhelming.
“Membership in the OEL
means sharing of ideas,” notes
Knee. “It is a platform for
friendships that transcend the
professional environment. And it
allows us to have a voice, and it
gives us access to other members
that have similar concerns as I
do. I knew this back in 1990, and
that’s why I became a member
while I was still training for this
work.”
Since then, Knee has been
involved by attending the local
chapter meetings. He’s been part
of the GTA West chapter since it was called Metro West, and has
served as its secretary back when Richard Cullis was President.
Knee attends his local chapter meeting to make sure he’s well
informed on new and updated industry news, code changes and
legislation. These meetings are so important to Knee because
the information is better understood when a room full of people
are receiving it.
“Electricians are very visual people. They’re hands-on, and
they work in an industry where comprehension is key,” says
Knee.

Attending these meetings allows those in attendance a
chance to ask questions, discuss and clarify. Being informed is
great, but just reading a headline isn’t enough and hearing an
announcement, can fall on deaf ears.
“Meetings allow us to process the information, and there’s a
lot of it, and to ask questions,” Knee says. “There’s so much to
know, and I guarantee that each part of it affects our business.
I’m one man, I count on my peers and the OEL to keep me
informed of changes.”
Also, where else does one person get a seat at the table? Being
part of the OEL not only ensures your seat at the table, it also
ensures that your voice, opinions
and feedback is heard.
“Networking aside, the ability
to have the industries that regulate
us, hear us, is a huge benefit of
being part of an association like the
OEL,” says Knee.
What Knee is trying to say, is that
being part of the OEL, has allowed
him to meet the network of people
he calls friends today, allowed him
to stay on top of trends to make
sure his livelihood is secure, and
gives him a network of people he
can rely on for business concerns
and information.
In Knee’s spare time, he enjoys giving back to his community
by spending time as a local scout leader. He’s been part of that
community since 1976 and has worked with every age group.
He’s a simple man that enjoys camping with the scouts, spending
time with his family and landscaping his property.
“Someone once said to me, ‘if you enjoy what you do for a
living, you’ll never work a day in your life,’” Knee said. “That’s
the icing on top of going home to your wife and kids and I
wouldn’t change a thing!”

“Membership in the OEL is
a platform for friendships
that transcend the
professional environment.
And it allows us to have a
voice, and it gives us access
to other members that have
similar concerns.”

Five Best Practices
4Continued from page 1
philosophies, methods, and processes that will make your
organization “best in class.”
Whatever your line of business, how you acquire goods
and services is a make-or-break factor for success. Small and
medium-sized companies spend between 45 per cent and 65 per
cent of their sales revenue on procurement of raw materials or
services. Even if you reduce your procurement costs by just 1 per
cent, the savings can be considerable.
Purchasing is a critical function for a small business because
it affects performance at all levels. If the supplies you purchase
for consumption do not meet your needs, they will reduce
the efficiency of your operations. Material you buy for jobs,
manufacturing or resale must be of acceptable quality at a
competitive price, or your customers will not be satisfied. You
4 Dialogue September 2016

“If the supplies you purchase
for consumption do not
meet your needs, they will
reduce the efficiency of your
operations.”
must to develop appropriate purchasing procedures and closely
monitor them.
The challenge is to be sure that procurement doesn’t drain
your business of cash. Therefore, effective purchasing is critical
to a small business.

1. Price
The lowest price is not always the best deal if you can’t rely
on the supplier to offer it consistently. As a small business,

Procurement
you must establish long-term relationships with excellent
suppliers that will give you top value at competitive prices on
a continuous basis. Effective purchasing involves evaluating
all available suppliers for performance, financial stability and
efficiency, and identifying two or more preferred suppliers.
Such suppliers quote consistent low prices, and the way they
process orders doesn’t generate extra costs for your company.
These purchasing practices are important for your planning
and predictions of profitability.

2. Quality
Purchasing procedures must include evaluation of the
quality of products. Quality assurance guidelines specify
that companies may only purchase material from qualified
suppliers.
Your
purchasing
policies must include procedures
for qualifying suppliers. For some,
this might involve a visit to a
supplier’s facilities to ensure that
products are inspected and tested
by qualified personnel before
being shipped. Such quality checks
are important for maintaining the
quality of your own products, and they increase customer
satisfaction while reducing costs due to warranty claims and
product returns.

Looking at it another way, if the buyer had to borrow $980
from its bank for the 20 days at a borrowing rate of 6 per cent
per year, the interest for 20 days would be only $3.22 ($980
X 6% X 20/365). By paying $3.22 of interest to the bank, the
buyer will save paying the vendor $20 and therefore will be
better off by $16.78 ($20.00 minus $3.22). If this occurs 18
times in a year, the net annual savings will be approximately
$301 [$16.78 X 18 times; or $360 per year saved minus the
annual interest paid to the bank of $59 ($980 X 6%)].
A discount of 1 per cent for paying 20 days early equates to
an annual interest rate of approximately 18 per cent.
It is clear that buyers with sufficient cash balances or
a readily available line of credit should take advantage of
the early payment discounts. However, some buyers are
operating with very little cash and
are unable to borrow additional
money. These buyers may be
wise to forgo the early payment
discounts in order to avoid the
risk of overdrawing their chequing
account. One overdraft fee could
be greater than the early payment
discount. If an overdraft causes
several of the buyer’s cheques to be returned to its vendors,
the total amount of overdraft fees will be even greater.
If a buyer’s cheques are returned because of insufficient
funds its suppliers may become concerned about the buyer’s
ability to pay. This could lead to one or more of the suppliers
demanding payment at the time of delivery. The elimination
of 30 days of credit from suppliers could be devastating for
a buyer with little money and a credit line that has been
exhausted.
Be sure to consider your company’s cash balances and cash
needs before paying invoices prior to their due dates.

“The lowest price is not
always the best deal if you
can’t rely on the supplier
to offer it consistently.”

3. Quantity
When qualifying suppliers, purchasers must ask for the
supply capacity, a figure they can verify during the visit to
the supplier’s facilities. Supplier capacity becomes important
as your own business grows and needs larger quantities of
material. If an excellent supplier can’t meet your needs, you
may decide to retain him but add additional sources for your
extra material requirements. Ideally, you can establish a close
relationship with key suppliers that allow you to advise them
of your projected needs and lets them expand as you grow.

4. Delivery
If your production is flexible and relies on substantial
inventories, you may select a supplier with long delivery
times, possibly at a better price. If you are working with justin-time deliveries, you need the material quickly. In either
case, the supplier has to meet the delivery times promised.
Your purchasing policies must include supplier delivery
tracking, both in terms of speed and reliability. If a supplier
consistently doesn’t perform as promised, or if you need
faster deliveries than the supplier can meet, your purchasing
should transition to a new supplier because supplier delivery
performance impacts all your operations.

5. Cash is King
Last but not least; we all know cash is king and we are always
trying to find ways to optimize our cash and its uses.
One of the easiest was you can help create savings is taking
early payment discounts. Often there is a discussion on early
payment discounts versus need for cash.

All too often, the management of small and medium-sized
purchasing organizations overlook the critical need to integrate
best practices into their operations, as they feel they have
limited resources for such actions. While there might be some
limitations in regards to such resources as staffing, systems, and
budgets, there should never be a shortfall when it comes to the
strategic planning to make one’s purchasing organization the
best it could be.
Happy Purchasing!
Grant Thornton is one of the world’s leading organizations
of independent assurance, tax and advisory firms. These
firms help dynamic organizations unlock their potential for
growth by providing meaningful, forward looking advice.
Proactive teams, led by approachable partners in these firms,
use insights, experience and instinct to understand complex
issues for privately owned, publicly listed and public sector
clients and help them to find solutions. More than 35,000
Grant Thornton people, across over 100 countries, are
focused on making a difference to clients, colleagues and the
communities in which we live and work.
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Procuring the Future
Submitted by: Hydro One Networks
ydro One’s service territory stretches across Ontario,
with many sites throughout the province that require the
procurement of a wide range of materials to serve our
customers, such as heavy machinery, road construction services,
concrete, fencing, and forestry services.
With a large service territory comes the unique opportunity to
work with partners from the various communities we serve through
our procurement process and related activities.
Applying for a work contract with Hydro One is simple.
First, suppliers must register on the self-registration website at
www.HydroOne.com/DoingBusiness to become a bidder. After
successfully registering, suppliers will be able to access the Hydro
One BID engine and search for bid opportunities that interest them.
As well online, suppliers can find local tender opportunities in local
papers where Hydro One will advertise all current opportunities.
Suppliers can then sign up for each individual Request for
Tender/Proposal/Quote (RFx) of their choosing and can download
the requirements, the scope of work and all of the necessary
requirements in order to prepare their proposal. After your proposal
is submitted, Hydro One will evaluate against the criteria and will
award the contract.
Hydro One has made it a top priority and commitment to build
and grow relationships with First Nations and Métis communities.

H

While we own assets and facilities in 24 First Nations communities
and directly serve more than 100 in total, we recognize their
historical and cultural importance, and work to build meaningful
relationships.
“Serving the needs of Ontario by delivering the electricity
that we all depend on means working together, in this instance,
through procurement opportunities that provide the company with
the equipment and resources we need while strengthening local
economies and relationships. For this reason, we make every effort
to ensure that procurement opportunities exist for First Nations
and Métis businesses and communities,” says Lee Anne Cameron,
Director of First Nations and Métis Relations.
By taking advantage of the opportunity to partner with First
Nations and Métis communities, a foundation is created for not only
stronger relationships in the future, but for First Nations and Métis
communities to become partners with Hydro One in unique ways.
If you would like more information on our commitment
in providing opportunities for First Nation and Métis
businesses, please visit: www.hydroone.com/OurCommitment/
FirstNationsMetisRelations/Pages/BusinessOpportunities.
If you would like your company identified on the Hydro One
website as being a company with Aboriginal ownership and having
an interest in doing business with Hydro One, please contact
NewVendorInquiries@HydroOne.com.
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Changes in Lighting

LED Lighting Issues – Part 2
By: Ron Bergeron, P.Eng, ME
hank you for the feedback following the
last edition of Dialogue where I presented
Situations, Research and Best Practices
regarding issues with LEDs.
Before going on, in the first article, there was
a typo which created confusion. In Research, the grid L4 should
have read N. That item is repeated correctly here in its entirety.

T

Research
In a standard installation, in a balanced 3Ø4w system, there
should be no current flowing in the neutral. When one phase
is shut off, unbalance flows through the neutral. Various LED
circuits in various installations had ampere readings as follows:
L1

L2

L3

L4

L1

L2

L3

N

7.7

0.0

0.0

7.9

7.7

0.0

0.0

7.9

7.5

0.0

0.0

7.6

7.5

0.0

0.0

7.6

12.9

12.2

0.0

11.8

12.9

12.2

0.0

11.8

5.8

5.6

5.6

5.5

5.8

5.6

5.6

5.5

52.0

47.0

50.0

25.0

52.0

47.0

50.0

25.0

So what’s happening?
LED lighting is a “switched mode power supply.” This means
triplen harmonics, particularly the third harmonic. There is not
only the natural unbalance loading but also the third harmonic
adding up in the neutral conductor.
There is also high frequency energy being generated. There
isn’t much written about this. One research paper states, “A
large number of LED lamps connected to a single feeder may
introduce considerable harmonic current distortion and power
quality problems.” That’s a game changer!

Situations
1. Incandescent explosion-proof fixtures were commonly installed
until about 20 years ago. Many are still operational. At each
change of these short-lived bulbs, production must be shut
down and a skilled worker (usually on a stepladder) must take
care in unscrewing the bottom section. It is heavy and must be
set aside carefully as it is expensive. Once the bulb is changed,
the section is slowly screwed back on as it is easy to strip the
threads.
One electrician purchased a long life LED bulb from a
hardware store to replace the incandescent bulb. It works well.
2. A contractor installed 4 LED pot lights in a residence. The
lights were connected to a dimmer approved for these lights.
Later, the client asked for 4 more LED pot lights to be
installed. Each fixture was rated 9 watts (36 watts for each set
of 4). The dimmer was rated 150 watts. Even with 4 added
fixtures the loading was well below the dimmer capacity. The
contractor connected the additional lights to the same dimmer.
The irate customer called the contractor later as the lights

had started to flicker intermittently After many costly hours
of trouble-shooting, the problem was identified. A dimmer
approved for 8 fixtures was installed.
3. The owner of a commercial establishment purchased dimmable
LED lay-in panels (read “fixtures”). The contractor was hired
to replace the existing fluorescent lighting with these LED
panels. The following day, the owner’s staff installed standard
dimmer switches. When this did not function, the contractor
was called. He informed the owner that with 0-10V dimmers,
a second set of wiring and matching dimmer was required. The
owner re-installed his standard light switches.
4. A contractor installed, in a cafeteria, LED lo-bay dimmable
fixtures. The 347V power wiring and the 0-10V dimming
wiring was done correctly. There were 6 fixtures on 1 circuit
and 1 nightlight fixture on a separate circuit fed from an
emergency power panel. All 7 fixtures operated from the same
dimming circuit with a matching dimmer.
A few days later, 1 of the group of 6 fixtures failed. A
replacement driver from the manufacturer was installed. When
the circuit was re-energized, all 6 fixtures failed immediately.
The nightlight was not affected. The cause of the failure is
unknown. The contractor had to replace all fixtures at his own
expense. All functions well now.

Research
1. It is not acceptable to use any type of replacement lamps in
luminaires installed in hazardous locations. This means any
lamp that is not specifically tested and approved for use in
a specific fixture (including incandescent, fluorescent, CFL,
HID, induction and LED).
Below is a label of an incandescent Crouse Hinds fixture. It
is very specific as to the lamp for this fixture.
The use of anything other than the PS30 (or an A lamp)
incandescent voids its certification.
As well, the electronics of the LED are considered to be an
ignition source.

Continued 4
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Changes in Lighting
“Look closely at compatibility charts every time you
install LED lights”
2. Pot lights are popular and installer friendly. The information
is usually attached at the back of the box. At first glance, the
dimming information seems readily available. At an even closer
look at the spec sheet, everything seems straight-forward. At
times, the factory listing data is required to get all the relevant
information. It is possible that a compatible LED dimmer rated
150 watts is only good for 36 watts.
3. Dimming is complex:
a. Dimmer wiring for LED drivers is on the OUTPUT side (see
photo). Separate wiring is required with no power connections.
The 0-10V dimming is connected in parallel for all fixtures to be
dimmed. This goes to a 0-10V dimmer that is installed separately
from the light switch. If the positive (violet) and the negative
(grey) are reversed for even one fixture, or if the positive goes to
ground, the whole system dims to 10%. An open circuit results
in no dimming.
Note that in semi-darkness, it is easy to mix the blue and violet
wires.

b. There are other variations such as:
i. Pulse Width Modulation dimming
ii. Timing dimming
c. Dimming can also be done by adding wireless modules
mounted in the fixture. The question then becomes: is the fixture
still CSA approved as a unit?
4. Some drivers are programmable and at times preprogrammed for
a specific Output. The typical mode is constant current but it can
be constant voltage.
5. There are different levels of quality. The higher end has over
8 Dialogue September 2016

voltage protection (OVP), short-circuit protection (SCP) and
over-temperature protection (OTP). Some call all 3 as: AllAround Protection. The lower end has none of these protections.

Best Practices
1. In hazardous locations do not use any retrofit kits or lamps - in
my opinion, ESA should send a directive about this.
2. Look closely at compatibility charts every time you install LED
lights. This is particularly true with dimming in traditional wiring.
The usual method of dimmer selection is no longer sufficient.
3. Do not make assumptions about 0-10V dimming. Do not
add components to fixtures unless compatible as per the
manufacturer’s instructions and approved by CSA.
4. There is more and more complexity. There are good products and
bad ones. Train your staff to look closely at all the information
and to ask questions. Mistakes are costly.
These practices are not listed anywhere. I pulled them together
here for you to consider and apply. Here are the best practices as
outlined in the last article.
i. Examine the driver to verify it is approved in Canada. Ensure
the rating for voltage and if it is phase-to-neutral or phase-tophase.
ii. Disconnect both phase and neutral when shutting off parts of
a multi-phase system.
iii. Use high inrush contactors.
iv. Ensure all components are from the same manufacturer or
declared compatible by the manufacturer.
v. Bond with a separate insulated wire that is the same size as the
phase wiring.
Shortly after the OEL Conference, all this information was
relayed to Barry Buchanan. He is OEL’s representative on the
Ontario Provincial Code Committee (OPCC). Barry outlined the
issues at the May meeting of the OPCC and will be preparing a
submission outlining the difficulties for the Part 2 Committee of the
Canadian Electrical Code (CEC).
These recommendations are based on what I’ve seen myself and
heard from other contractors. I am certain other issues will come to
light in the next while. Please let me know if you encounter different
problems and I will attempt to respond to them when I have more
information gathered.
Ron Bergeron is a professional engineer (1969), electrical
contractor (1971), master electrician (2006) and author.
He has written for Electrical Business, Dialogue, and the
local Postmedia newspaper. He is part of OEL’s Board of
Directors and is the Designated Contractor for his area at the
provincial Contractor Committee. He has served on several
ESA committees and pilot programs and is a member of the
Electrical Contractor Registration Agency Advisory Council
(ECRA). Ron can be reached at ronb@bergeronelectric.com.
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Enforcement

Keeping the Public Safe and
Supporting the Skilled Trades Industry
On the road with a College enforcement officer
Submitted by: Ontario College of Trades
ome back next week,” is an oft-cited request Ontario
College of Trades enforcement officer Mary Kontopidis
hears when visiting worksites to ensure tradespeople,
including electricians, are certified.
However, for Kontopidis, this isn’t an option. She is here to
make sure that individuals working in compulsory trades are
certified, so avoiding the visit isn’t going to work. Kontopidis is one
of approximately 50 officers across the province who are visiting
workplaces to check certification and educate individuals about the
role of the College.
“Electrical work can pose a risk to both the public and
tradespeople; it can be very sudden and devastating,” points out Bob
Onyschuk, the College’s Director of Compliance & Enforcement.
Onyschuk points to an example from 2014 when a College
enforcement officer was performing a proactive investigation and
discovered an unlicensed worker carrying out electrical work in

“C

Ontario College of Trades enforcement officer Dan Carter (pictured)
reviews his notes following a routine inspection. Carter is one of
50 College officers who visits worksites across Ontario to confirm
tradespeople working in compulsory trades are certified and that their
membership is in good standing with the College. Photo courtesy of the
Ontario College of Trades.

the College, she spent more than a decade
working as a training coordinator and
overseeing apprenticeship programs.
For example, after answering business
owners’ questions, their demeanor can
often change, says Kontopidis. Suddenly,
the officer isn’t just a person with a notepad
looking to write a ticket, but someone
providing information that he or she’s been
longing to hear.
But make no mistake; protecting the public from uncertified
workers is Kontopidis’ priority. With pen and paper in hand, she
follows a young apprentice closely, observing what work is being
done and taking detailed notes. These notes could potentially play a
key role in a trial if the apprentice is not a member of the College.
“Most people are happy to know we are out here checking
certification and going after the underground economy, which is
what matters to those who have spent the time and money on
training and writing the Certificate of Qualification exam,” she says.
Anyone who is visited by a College enforcement officer will be
asked to show their membership card so it’s critical that everyone
keeps the card with them when working, she explains. The quicker
Kontopidis gets the paperwork done, the quicker the employer and
staff can get back to doing their jobs.
After gathering the necessary information, she heads back to
her truck to confirm certification and membership in good standing
with the College. If it turns out that they are not certified or
members of the College, they could be given a warning or a ticket. In
its early days, the College’s focus was on warnings and encouraging
individuals to come into compliance, but since the College has been
in existence for several years, those working in the compulsory

“Most people are happy to know we are out
here checking certification and going after
the underground economy, which is what
matters to those who have spent the time
and money on training and writing the
Certificate of Qualification exam”
a public school. Luckily, no one was harmed. The worker was
subsequently charged and fined.
Currently, the College’s largest membership segment is
electricians — both construction and maintenance and domestic
and rural. In some cases, where charges are laid, the College works
in partnership with the Electrical Safety Authority (ESA).
It’s important to remember that an investigation can even take
place by happenstance. If an enforcement officer is driving by a site
and spots an electrical truck, he or she may stop by to investigate.
Upon arrival, the officer will inspect the electrical work being
done and conduct interviews with the person performing and/or
supervising the work.
Meanwhile, a ride-along with Kontopidis proves that the job of
an enforcement officer is much more complex than what some may
anticipate. In fact, for the first time in Ontario, business owners and
tradespeople are not just getting someone checking certification but
also gaining access to an expert to answer their questions; many
of which had been left unanswered before the College came into
existence.
As a result, Kontopidis notes that her job is not just to enforce
certification but to also help—not surprising, since before joining

Continued on page 21 4
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What to Consider Before
Purchasing Business Insurance
By: Richard Frost, B.Comm, CIP, CRM
urchasing insurance for your business is a significant
investment. As with any investment, you want to make
sure you’re getting the most value for your dollar. Before
you purchase coverage, a great amount of time, effort and research
should be invested to ensure you obtain the best coverage to meet
your business’ needs. Below are some tips to consider and some
questions you’ll want to ask before you insure your business.

P

Understand your risks
No one knows your business better than you. Ask yourself: What
are your needs and who can best fulfill them? What makes up
your operations? Where do your jobs take place? How long is the
duration of the project you’re working on? What are the common
risks in your industry? There are multiple companies out there
offering a variety of coverages. Each answer could affect the amount
of insurance you will need.

Shop around
There are many factors that affect your insurance premium. Your
own loss experience and industry losses are just two considerations.
When shopping for insurance, shop smart by asking yourself
what your needs are and doing your research. There are multiple
insurance companies offering a variety of coverages. It is important
to compare apples to apples when determining what to do. Look at
what the policy covers in detail including exclusions, endorsements,
limits and deductibles to see which ones best fit your business’ needs.
Above all, ask yourself which one allows you to sleep peacefully at
night knowing that your business and assets are protected.

Review your policy limits
As your needs evolve, so will the needs of your business. That’s
why it’s important to review your policy regularly and see if your
coverages still meet your needs. Insurance companies offer a wide
range of coverage limits. Ask yourself: What limits do your contracts
require? How much is enough? Keep in mind that if your actions
cause injuries or loss of life, large claims could occur so you’ll
want to be insured to cover those costs. Consider bundling several
policies with one insurance carrier. Layering and umbrella insurance
are some ways to get the most from your coverage while controlling
your costs. Deductibles are also important to consider since they can
affect your premium and may allow you to purchase more insurance
where it is better needed.
Once you have a good understanding of your needs, here are
some questions to ask your insurance specialist:
1. What is the expertise of the insurer in your industry?
2. What is the financial rating of the insurer? Have there been any
recent changes?
3. Does the insurer have access to all the types of insurance that
your company requires?
4. What are the limits on coverages?
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What are the exclusions and endorsements?
What payment options are available?
How will service issues be managed and escalated?
How will the renewal process be handled?
Who do I contact if I require Certificates of Insurance for
multiple projects? Are there any restrictions on the number of
certificates that I can request? What is the cost, and how long
does it take to get one?
10.What’s your claims process?
Here are some insurance terms that you should understand when
researching your insurance needs and coverage.

Definitions:
• Insurance: is the sharing of loss by the few individuals within a
group, amongst the many members of that group.
• Insurance policy: is a contract between the insurer and the
insured, which determines the claims which the insurer is legally
required to pay in exchange for payment.
• Declarations page: provides the name of the insured, policy
period, coverage, limits, and deductibles, and premium.
• Policy wordings: tell you what is covered and what is excluded.
• Endorsements: can add or deny coverage, add or delete
conditions, change payment limits, and add additional named
insureds.
• Co-insurance clause: requires the insured to have an equal or
greater amount of the stated coinsurance percentage of the
insurable value of the covered property.
• Umbrella insurance: is excess coverage over and above the
general liability and automobile policies.
• Deductible: is the portion of the loss that the insured pays. There
are a variety of amounts and can have a significant effect on the
cost of the coverage.
• Certificate of insurance: is a document issued by an insurance
company to provide evidence that an insurance policy is in
force. You can request this of subcontractors to ensure they have
insurance and they can be requested from you to prove that you
have insurance.
© Federated Insurance Company of Canada. All rights reserved.
This document is provided by Federated Insurance Company of
Canada (“Federated”) for informational purposes only to augment
your own internal safety, compliance and risk management
practices, and is not intended as a substitute for assessment or
other professional advice. Federated makes no representations
or warranties regarding the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained in this document. Federated shall not be
responsible for any loss arising out of reliance on the information.

Richard Frost, CIP, CRM, is Federated Insurance’s Loss Prevention
Consultant for National Accounts and Associations.
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Health and Safety

Understanding Behaviour to Increase
Electrical Worker Safety
By: Joel R. K. Moody, MD, PhD, MPH, Director, Safety Risk, Policy
and Innovation, Electrical Safety Authority
orking on energized equipment remains a leading cause
of electrical-related fatalities and critical injuries for
electricians. This has been a persistent trend for more
than a decade. To inform ESA’s multi-year electrical worker safety
strategy, we commissioned behavioural research to better understand
the behaviours that influence electrical workers to work on energized
systems. For every fatal work-related electrical injury, there are five
critical and 18 non-critical injuries. According to the 2013 Ontario
Electrical Safety Report, unsafe work practices and human error play
a significant role in fatal electrical work-related injuries. Electrical
workers are at especially high risk. To understand the cause of
unsafe work practices, the ESA worked with researchers to find
and understand the factors that affect electricians’ decisions and
behaviours when working with electrical current – otherwise referred
to as “working live.”
In fall 2015, ESA invited 309A electricians and apprentices
to participate in the research interviews. We received more than
1,000 applications for the 60 interview slots; an indication of how
important this issue is to the electrician community. Electricians were
interviewed in depth to discuss their work experiences and influences

W

in safe work practices. Factors identified for working live included
electrical knowledge, whether the electrician understood his or her
situation, and the resulting decisions that he or she made. Ninety
per cent of electricians reported having worked live – whether
intentionally or not. In addition those interviewed commented that
the work environment is complex and always changing. In light
of these statements only 50 per cent of electricians reported doing
formal hazard assessments before a job was started. The research
also identified the specific intervention moments when unsafe
electrical practices can be targeted. ESA will be using that mapping
to try and reduce the frequency of working live injuries and fatalities.
These opportunities include:
• Enhanced training of apprentices;
• Tapping into electricians’ strong internal motivation to get home
safely and a desire to share this information among their peers;
and
• Discipline and enforcement initiatives.
Having a better understanding of these behavioural factors
can assist ESA and other electrical safety experts in creating
strategies and tailoring effective communication to help prevent
and minimize future electrical-related injuries and deaths amongst
electrical workers.
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Fleet Procurement
By: Chris Browne, Regional Lease Manager,
Vehicles & Equipment, Jim Peplinski Leasing

B

usinesses are always looking at ways to
reduce costs. Many managers, or business
owners, that I speak to say fleet costs are
their second largest expense after salaries. Fleet vehicles should be
reviewed yearly to ascertain if value for money is being achieved. This
article will examine some key aspects of fleet vehicle procurement,
including the Who, When and How of buying or leasing a company
vehicle.
Almost everyone has experienced buying, leasing or financing
a car. There is the selection, the sales spiel, the negotiation; this
experience is often why people hate buying a car. For a business
owner with a fleet of vehicles, this task is all the more difficult
because of the number of vehicles an owner may need to buy.

Who
Buying a company vehicle should not resemble the retail car buying
experience. After all, the vehicle is usually a tool to be used to earn
money, void of any personal or emotional connection. The retail
sales person's job is to maximize profit off each transaction. Business
owners should immediately ask to speak to the dealership's fleet
manager or better yet a fleet management company. A fleet manager
or leasing company understands business-to-business (B2B) dealings,
and should be well versed in your company’s needs and expectations,
as well as various incentive programs offered to business users.
Large components of most manufacturer vehicle sales are termed
as “fleet sales,” these transactions are not meant to generate large
margins, but instead, drive volume. (Manufacturers will get you later
on service and parts.)
Fleet sales are guided by a higher degree of transparency and

more standardization. First, is vehicle mark up, also known as profit
margin. On most domestic service vehicles (i.e. pick-up trucks and
service vans), dealership should be charging a standard dealer markup. Factory orders should be sold at a mark-up of between $150
and $300. Stock vehicles should be purchased for profits of between
$300 to $500. This might sound low, but remember, you still have
years to line dealership pockets through their servicing and parts
departments.
As consumers, we are constantly bombarded by so called “end
of year blowouts” and “unbelievable rebates.” Generally, these
offers are aimed at the naive retail public. The best deals often go
unadvertised. As part a company that has five or more vehicles you
are entitled to fleet rebates. As a member of an Association such as
OEL you are entitled to vehicle concessions on most Chrysler and
General Motor products. These concessions should be the best and
last deal. When purchasing a vehicle is it very important that any
rebate or manufacturer concession is taken off the vehicle net price,
NOT the MSRP price. This means that you are truly acquiring your
vehicle at a few hundred dollars or DEAD COST.

How
Generally, circumstances beyond one’s control dictate when a vehicle
is purchased or replaced. Usually this happens through a new hire
or a vehicle reaching the end of its useful life. However, there is a
definitive case to be made for taking a more proactive approach. With
an effective replacement policy, a company can reduce maintenance
expenses and unexpected downtime. If a replacement policy is
established vehicles can be factory ordered. Factory ordering can
reduce vehicle acquisition costs greatly. See below.
Firstly, the previously mentioned mark-up on a factory order
should be less than that of a stock vehicle. However, the major
savings come from option costs, or lack of costs. A factory order

On average, factory ordering the vehicle you need saves $1,828 per vehicle

Stock Order
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Factory Order

can be acquired to exact specifications, meaning you do not pay for
any options that are not needed. With options ranging from a few
hundred dollars to thousands of dollars, the savings can become
very meaningful. Also, if factory ordered, the buyer does not have
to pay hidden costs that are often passed on to customers with
stock purchases. These costs include, vehicle stocking fees, window
etching, nitrogen in tires and many other money making gimmicks.
As you can imagine, it quickly adds up!

When
Seasonality of fleet acquisition is almost always overlooked when
acquiring a vehicle. Best practices include:
Vehicles should generally be acquired at the start of the model
year. Generally, this is either September or April. This is because
an association member will always have large concessions that will
supersede any deal that a dealership can offer during their “end of
model year blowout.” Why get a year-old vehicle off a dealership
lot when you can get a vehicle that is one model year newer at less
money?
The most lucrative aspect of buying the most current model
year however comes when the vehicle is sold. Jim Peplinski leasing
estimates that your average service vehicle with less than 150,000
kilometers depreciates $3,000 to $5,000 each model year.
Hopefully this article will help when it comes time to purchase or
lease your next vehicle. I like to remind people, that fleet costs are
a major expense to most service companies. With a little education

and pro-activeness, major saving can be achieved. After all, anything
that you save on vehicles goes right to the bottom line. Please feel
free to contact me at Jim Peplinski leasing to discuss your company’s
vehicle needs further.
Jim Peplinski Leasing is a Canadian vehicle leasing company with
offices across Canada. Their core business is serving your business,
commercial vehicle fleets. JPL manages over 5,000 nationwide and
deal with hundreds of dealerships, acting on their client’s behalf
to ensure the best product, price and service. Chris Browne is the
regional lease manager for vehicles and equipment. You can reach
him at cbrowne@jimpeplinski.ca or by calling 416-207-3023.
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Safe and Successful: How to Avoid and Manage
Workplace Health and Safety Issues
By: Carissa Tanzola, Sherrard Kuzz LLP,
Employment & Labour Lawyers
ven the safest and most successful business
can experience a workplace accident. And
while the well-being of the worker is always
of first concern, rarely is it the only concern. A
workplace accident can hurt a business’ reputation, brand and of
course, its pocketbook.
Against this daunting backdrop, here are some ways to manage
the potential for costly liability.

E

Get Educated – Know What You’re Up Against
The most common occupational health and safety costs are
associated with the following:
• An Order. A Ministry of Labour Inspector can issue a range of
orders causing the workplace to stop working, either in whole or
in part, and to incur costs associated with lost productivity and
compliance. An order may include a
stop-work order, an order that prevents
certain equipment from being used, an
order to correct an alleged safety hazard
and an order that prevents workers
from accessing certain parts of the
workplace. Business as usual cannot
resume until the Inspector’s order is
complied with and the order is lifted.
• A Charge. Even in the case of a
routine inspection, an employer can be
charged with an alleged violation of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act
and its associated regulations. Each charge carries a maximum
penalty of $500,000 for an employer and $25,000 (or a
12-month jail term) for an owner, director and even a supervisor.
• Settlement or Trial. A trial will almost always be a costly
endeavour financially, emotionally and physically. And unlike
in a civil trial between private parties, the defendant in an
occupational health and safety trial has no opportunity to
ask for reimbursement of costs in the event of a favourable
finding. Even a settlement or sentencing agreement can be
costly, particularly when the accident is considered serious.
The appropriate sentence will depend on the size of the
organization, scope of the organization’s economic activity,
actual and potential harm to the public, and deterrence.
However, in the case of a first offence resulting in a critical
injury, it is not unusual for the sentence to be more than
$50,000. A fatality can be well over $100,000.

Training
A robust health and safety training program is an ongoing
responsibility. Ensuring a worker has the requisite training
certificate(s) is important but not sufficient to demonstrate the
worker is appropriately trained. An employer must provide training
specific to the hazards associated with the workplace, and must
do so regardless whether the employer hires employees directly or
through a subcontractor. In addition, the employer must ensure all
workers undergo a comprehensive orientation program, including
a review of the employer’s occupational health and safety policy.
Training sessions, tool-box talks, and quick safety tune-ups should
be frequent. Finally, employers should retrain all workers when
there has been a safety violation or accident.
For example, in one case an electrician was injured when he failed
to shut down the power breaker panel before starting work. The
electrician admitted he had not followed proper safety procedures.
Regardless, the employer was charged under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act for
failing to ensure the worker
was appropriately trained. The
employer argued the worker
had a training certificate,
experience, and had been trained
on safety procedures during his
apprenticeship. Nevertheless,
the employer was found guilty
because it did not take steps to
provide ongoing safety training
and ensure compliance with
safety procedures.

“An employer must provide
training specific to the
hazards associated with
the workplace, and must
do so regardless whether
the employer hires
employees directly or
through a subcontractor.”

Get Active – It’s the Employer’s Responsibility
Employers are not helpless. The following are everyday practices
that will help keep workers safe and at the same time protect an
employer’s bottom line should an accident occur.
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Due Diligence
Similar to traffic offence, a charge under the Occupational Health
and Safety Act is a strict liability offence. This means once charged,
innocence is not assumed – it must be proven. The most common
type of defence is known as ‘due diligence’ – proof the employer
took all reasonable precautions in the circumstances. However,
within the scheme of occupational health and safety, there is an
added twist. Because an Occupational Health and Safety Act charge
is quasi-criminal, the defence of due diligence must be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt. This is a very high standard.
For example, in one case a supervisor was charged with failing
to take every precaution reasonable to ensure compliance with fall
protection requirements. The Court found while a supervisor was
not expected to “stand around all day watching workers”, general,
unplanned, and coincidental surveillance of workers on his way to
lunch was not sufficient for a successful due diligence defence. The
supervision should be planned and deliberate.

Documentation
The best way to demonstrate training and due diligence is through

documentation. This should include:
• An occupational health and safety policy reviewed and updated
on the regular basis.
• Records of all orientation, training and tool box talks. Keep
binders on site or fax information to a central location to stay
organized.
• Checklists of daily safety checks for workers and supervisors
to use at the start of their shift. These will help make safety
precautions routine, and can be useful evidence if needed.
• Records of regular maintenance and safety inspections for all
tools and equipment.
• Records from the Joint Health and Safety Committee’s monthly
inspections, and copies of the company’s own notes and
checklists from regular workplace inspections.
• Records of every interaction with the Ministry of Labour.

On the road with a College
enforcement officer
4Continued from page 11
trades are expected to know their obligations by now.
If a person is fined and convicted, their name or the name of
their business will appear on a public advisory on the College’s
website. Kontopidis recognizes that for the legitimate business
owners, time is money, and tries to be in and out within 20
minutes, if all the paperwork is readily available and they are
cooperative.
She does warn though, that tricks like turning the lights off
or putting up a closed sign as she approaches is just delaying
the inevitable.
Within a half day, Kontopidis has already visited four job
sites, checked certification and helped educate owners on a
number of issues relating to their business. If she discovers
a violation, then the visit will be much longer and more
paperwork involved.
She does admit that not every visit ends well and in cases
where dealing with unauthorized workers and their employers,
it can be downright nasty.
“Some of them can be pretty hostile but it’s part of my job,”
she explains.
Despite the tougher side to the job, she says it is rewarding
to see the pride from certified professionals and to be able
to help them, and those professionals appreciate that College
enforcement officers like Kontopidis are out there every day
protecting the trade and the public.
“We aren’t here just to enforce, we want our members to be
successful,” she explains.

FAST FACTS

IN MAY 2016
1426 FIELD VISITS
245 UNAUTHORIZED WORKERS FOUND
83 PART I TICKETS ISSUED
137 INCIDENTS REPORTED

• Records of the organization’s own investigation after a workplace
accident.
Always record the good and the bad – it’s all relevant and can
be used in the event of a charge to demonstrate a strong health
and safety culture. However, if you record a health and safety
violation, be sure to also record all remedial steps taken, including
improvements made, and discipline issued.

Stay Positive
Interactions with the Ministry of Labour can be time-consuming,
costly and stressful. However, if an organization has made a sincere
and thoughtful effort to properly train its workers and prepare its
workplace, it will have put itself in the best possible position to
respond to an unfortunate accident.
So stay positive and keep focused. A safe workplace is in your
hands.
Carissa Tanzola is a lawyer with Sherrard Kuzz LLP, one of Canada’s
leading employment and labour law firms representing the interests
of employers. Carissa can be reached at 416.603.0700 (Main),
416.420.0738 (24 Hour) or by visiting www.sherrardkuzz.com.
The information contained in this article is provided for general
information purposes only and does not constitute legal or
other professional advice. Reading this article does not create a
lawyer-client relationship. Readers are advised to seek specific
legal advice from Sherrard Kuzz LLP (or other legal counsel) in
relation to any decision or course of action contemplated.

THINKING ABOUT
GENERATORS?
Contact SESCO
KOHLER’s Platinum Wholesaler
in Eastern Ontario

• Our in-house Kohler experts
are here to assist you
• We offer Certified Training
for contractors
• Our dealers receive
validated leads from both
SESCO and Kohler

www.sescopowersolutions.com
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Tips on Ball Park Pricing and
Charging for Estimates
By: Shawn McCadden, Remodel My Business Inc.
ny contractor who has been in business
for any length of time has probably had to
deal with ball park pricing and charging
for estimates. Homeowners always seem to want
one but not the other. Rather than risk letting
a ball park price make them look bad, savvy contractors can
use the request for one to help cause the other to happen. If
interested in how to do this, read on.
Let’s start with ball park pricing.
How many times in your career have homeowners asked you
for a “ball park” price for their project? And how many times
did your ball park price end up being nowhere close to the actual
price of the project?

A

“Get them into a much more
meaningful conversation about
their project…, a “ball park
number” really doesn’t have
much value unless there are
some specifications to help give
it any relevance.”
I find the whole idea of ball park pricing comical. I’m not
saying it doesn’t have value in some selling scenarios. I am
saying, however, that when contractors offer a ball park price,
more times than not they strike out rather than hit a home run.
So, when a prospect asked me for a ball park number, I would
respond by asking them which ball park they preferred; Fenway
Park or Yankee Stadium. That usually stopped them right there
in their tracks and helped them think about what they just asked
for. And, by asking that question, I was able to get them into a
much more meaningful conversation about their project. Let’s
face it, a “ball park number” really doesn’t have much value
unless there are some specifications to help give it any relevance.
Try asking them about which ball park they are looking for.
Feel free to substitute the parks you use. I think you will find
doing so to be a great conversation starter.
Then there’s the whole idea about charging for estimates.
As contractors we know estimates are not free. Somehow the
cost of creating an estimate must be recouped by the contractor.
Some contractors may say they don’t charge for estimating. If
that’s true, they are working for free and the cost of estimating is
not included in the price quoted to the prospect.
I don’t know about you, but in my opinion if you do estimates
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for free you are undervaluing your worth and might also be
putting your professionalism in doubt. If you are not charging
for estimates, and you also are not accumulating enough money
to someday retire, working for free might be a good part of why.
And, contractors who do so are making things challenging for
those who do charge by helping consumers think they should get
estimates for free.
On the other hand, many contractors who tell their prospects
they do not charge for estimates are actually not charging for the
estimate in advance. Instead, they recoup the cost of estimating
through their mark-up, but only if they sell the job.
It’s okay if prospects don’t want to pay, but why get offended?
So why do they get offended when you tell them you charge
for estimates? Did they expect you to work for free? Do they
work for free at their jobs? I doubt it.
When homeowners asked if I would do free estimates I would
say yes and give them an estimate right then and there. I would
say something like, “I estimate the bathroom project will cost
somewhere between $15 and $25,000.” Then I would just wait.
When they asked why such a big range, it usually led to meaningful
conversations about the fact that an estimate is really just a guess
and may not have any relevance to the true cost of what they would
actually want to buy. And, as a result, having this conversation
helped them discover the need for plans and or specifications so I
could give them a fixed price in place of the “estimate.”
After all, that’s what most consumers are really looking for: a
fixed price for what they actually want.
One option you can try if the homeowner can’t understand
why you charge for estimates: suggest bartering? “If I spend
the time to collect all the info about your project, seek pricing
from my vendors, meet with my subs to get accurate pricing for
their work, and then assemble an accurate cost and proposal,
how about we do a trade? Maybe while I’m doing that stuff you
could either babysit my kids or cut my lawn? Would that be a
fair trade?”
A point of clarification that should already be obvious: if you
choose to go down the “Which ball park” or “Let’s barter” path
make sure you do it in a respectful manner and your purpose for
using this analogy is appreciated by your prospect.
How you say it can make the difference between being the
contractor of choice and being shown the door.
Shawn McCadden is a consultant, educator and speaker who
offers business consulting and coaching services for remodelling
business owners who want more for and from their businesses
and their lives. He also consults with construction-related product
manufacturers and suppliers, helping them understand, find,
educate and better serve remodelers. Check out Shawn’s website
www.shawnmccadden.com and blog www.shawnmccadden.
com/Subscribe-to-The-Design-Builders-Blog.
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Take Action to Avoid a Cash Flow
Crisis in Your Business
By: Jackie Strachan
ver 43 per cent of small businesses have customers who
are more than 90 days past due on payment.
Protect your business from potential harmful
customers by establishing a simple and clear collection process.
Being diligent with your accounts receivable management will
reduce non-payment potential and cash flow stress. Your business
relies on you to enforce policy; secure your future and have peaceof-mind by managing every aspect of collection to it’s full potential.

O

Begin with initiating safeguard tactics, for example:
• Always be up front with new customers about your collection
policy; this demonstrates that you have control over your
receivables.
• Request a credit card number to cover a minimum charge when
scheduling a new service work order or request a deposit amount
on all quotes over a predetermined amount. If the customer
hesitates to provide an initial payment, be careful and trust your
intuition it could save you future trouble.
• Utilize a work order that collects important contact information
including the customer’s accounts payable contact. Make sure
you have your payment collection terms clearly stated.
• Have the work order signed by customer, this means they’ve
acknowledged, and accepted, your company’s payment policy.
• When the work is finished have the work order signed again,
authorizing that the project was complete, all extras were
approved and overall satisfaction was achieved.
• Do not extend credit. When the work is complete collect
payment immediately using debit, credit or electronic fund
transfer.

• Day 50 – If there has not been any communication regarding
payment from the customer, email a final Account Statement.
Include a last request for payment notice. Remind the customer
that their account is scheduled to be sent to your Collection
Agency in ten days.
• Day 60 – Stop wasting your valuable time! Send the delinquent
account information and signed work orders to your preferred
Collection Agency. You will pay a collection fee, however;
remember that some payment is better than no payment.
It’s Your Job to Make Sure You Get Paid! Get informed, get it
in writing, and get it signed! Build a viable evidence paper trail to
protect you and your business.
Optimyze is a Canadian incorporated procurement company
backed by years of experience in construction and trade services. We
leverage technology to better understand your purchasing activity.
For more information, please visit www.optimyze.com, or contact
Jackie Strachan at jstrachan@innovative-cs.com.

Thanks to our Associates, Customers and
Suppliers for 90 Years of Business

If payment is not collected, implement a follow-up
procedure that may include the following:
• Next day – Invoice is emailed followed by a personal phone call
to express appreciation of work, ensuring customer satisfaction
and potentially accept payment of the balance due.
• Day 5 – Follow-up phone call, ensuring customer satisfaction,
that the email invoice was received and discuss payment options.
• Day 15 – Email an Account Statement with payment options.
Include copy of the signed work order. Request a delivery
receipt.
• Day 30 – Email a second Account Statement with payment
options. Include copy of the signed work order. Request a
delivery receipt.
• Day 45 – Email a third Account Statement. At your discretion,
offer a payment plan if the customer has difficulty paying the full
invoice balance. Include a ‘convenience service charge’ that will
cover your interest fees. Advise that your Collection Agency will
begin managing their account at 60 days if payment has not been
received.
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Four Tips for How Contractors Can Best
Communicate Price Increases to Their
Customers
By: Andrew Houston,
Profit for Contractors
nfortunately, not everything
is within your control. You
know that if your suppliers
raise their prices, product price goes
up, and what you charge your customers will have to
increase as well in order to maintain profits, or worse,
take from your own pockets.
You’ll probably want to offer up dozens of discounts
in other areas in order to maintain clients, but bending
over backwards like this can be just as damaging
to you and your business than outright telling your
customers that there’s going to be a price increase.

U

“When you go to your
customers, keep in mind the
key elements that make you
and your company unique and
better than the competition”
There’s got to be a good middle ground!
Here are four tips that will help you make the transition:
1. Know the ‘secret psychology’ of your customers. What is
important to your customers beyond just price? It could be
family safety, cleanliness, timeliness, amazing craftsmanship,
professionalism, etc. When you go to your customers, keep
in mind the key elements that make you and your company
unique and better than the competition, in order to keep your
customers.
2. Provide them the information ahead of time. Whether it’s
online through blogs or social media, through personal email,
or in person, write about the fluctuations in the economy,
talk about supplier’s costs going up, and discuss seasonal
changes and their effects on a contracting business— explain
the what, who, when, how, and why. If you’re able to have
an informal conversation relevant to price increases ahead of
time, it lessens the blow for when it comes time to tell your
customers prices are going up.
3. Practice having this conversation in a team meeting. Grab
not only your sales and marketing team, but everyone you can!
The more people that practice and know what they’re talking
about, the better. Enough practice leads to a conversation
that truly sounds authentic (because even if it really is, it can
sometimes come off as an act to your customers; they’re smart
and know what sounds valuable).
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4. Don’t get intimidated. There will always be customers that
push back and argue over everything. Does that mean you
should offer up dozens of discounts in other areas to please
them? Not necessarily. Does that mean you should cave and
maintain price just for them? No. Does it mean you should
offer up a lower quality service or product in order to keep
them? Not recommended. The thing is, you most likely
will lose a few customers— these are customers we classify
as ‘D’s as they only care about winning the best price. In
a professional, polite way, you must explain in detail why
prices are increasing and how it’s important, as well as why
they should stick with you (reflecting back on the ‘secret
psychology’ and your practice conversations).
When it comes down to it, telling customers your prices are
increasing is never easy. Showing value to your customers in
other areas; however, is.
Rating clients accordingly will allow you to determine which
clients can be offered specific discounts or deals, and which will
be content with a polite explanation of the situation. If you’re
curious about the ‘secret psychology’ of customers or how to rate
your customers from class A-D and what that means, we have
specific tools to help.
Andrew Houston is an OEL member, business specialist and
owner of Profit for Contractors (www.profitforcontractors.com).
For nearly a decade, his company has helped contractors
improve their business skills and achieve their personal and
business objectives. He graduated from George Brown College
and has since been an Industrial Controls Licensed Electrician
and an Electronics Engineering Technologist.
He is offering OEL members a free 30-minute business
growth and profit finding session. For more information on
this offer, visit www.profitforcontractors.com. Or reach him at
support@profitforcontractors.com.
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The Nine Standards of Conduct You Need to Know
Submitted by: ESA
s a holder of an Electrical Contractor (EC) Licence and/
or a Master Electrician (ME) Licence, you have the legal
right to perform electrical work in Ontario. And in return,
you follow the laws set out in the Electricity Act, 1998 (Act).
Your licence provides consumers with the assurance that they
are hiring professionals they can trust. Your licence demonstrates
that you value consumer protection, quality installations and
public safety. It also means you’ll provide
services in an honest and diligent manner.
These important aspects have been part

“Your licence
demonstrates that
you value consumer
protection, quality
installations and
public safety.”
of electrical licensing requirements since
2005. The Act contains a specific section
that sets out expectations for licensee
behaviour and activities by identifying
nine categories of misconduct which
could result in disciplinary action against
a licence holder. The nine categories of
misconduct that are identified in Table A.
Table A: Nine Categories of Misconduct

Continued on page 27 4

Your
preparedness
experts.
Employment Law
Labour Law

Murphy’s Law
At Sherrard Kuzz LLP we
collaborate with our clients
to anticipate and avoid
human resources problems.
We know proactive
steps today will prevent
Murphy’s Law tomorrow.

From human rights to health
and safety, and everything
in between…

If it’s about your
workplace, we’re
the only call you
need to make.
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• the applicant or authorization holder will not
carry out the activities in accordance with the
law;
• the applicant or authorization holder will not
carry out the activities safely;
• the applicant or authorization holder lacks the
basic resources necessary to carry out the
activities;
• the applicant or authorization holder will not
conduct himself or herself with honesty and
integrity or in accordance with the principle of
protecting consumers;
• the applicant or authorization holder lacks the
training, experience, qualifications or skills
prescribed by the regulations;
• the applicant or authorization holder failed to
comply with or to meet a requirement of this
Part [of the Electricity Act], the regulations or an
order of the Authority [ESA];
• the authorization holder failed to comply with
a restriction, limitation or condition of the
authorization;
• the authorization holder obtained the
authorization through misrepresentation or
fraud; or the authorization holder permitted an
unauthorized person to carry out the activities.

What does “failed to comply with or meet requirements of this
Part” really mean? You may have questions about the Standards
of Conduct because it’s not always easy to link legal jargon to the
work that you do every day. This is especially true if you aren’t
aware these expectations exist in the first place. The Electrical
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What does this mean for you as an LEC and /or ME?

RANKED

www.sherrardkuzz.com | 416.603.0700 | 24 Hour 416.420.0738
250 Yonge St #3300, Toronto, ON M5B 2L7 |
@SherrardKuzz
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Seaway Valley Chapter
Quinte Chapter

Schneider Electric Launches
Wiser Air Wi-Fi Smart
Thermostat with Eco IQ
Schneider Electric’s Wiser Air™ Wi-Fi
Smart Thermostat, featuring the new Eco
IQ self-learning feature, is now available
across Canada.
The Eco IQ is a self-learning algorithm
which only requires users to provide
feedback when they’re not comfortable.
The new feature takes the guesswork
out of determining what temperature is
optimal for users and allows Eco IQ to
quickly learn and leverage feedback to
create a comfortable heating and cooling
plan.

Linear LED Cove Lighting
System by Eaton

Aza Morrissette, of Sabic Innovative
Plastics Canada and his daughters
(Bailey of Barry Latreille Electric and
Maxine of McDonald’s Electric) at
OEL’s OESC training in Cornwall.
Program will provide contractors in
northern Alberta with the electrical
products and support required to respond
quickly during the rebuilding and repair
process.
Electrical contractors are asked to
contact their local electrical distributor
or visit www.schneider-electric.ca/wecare
if they would like to know more about
the We Care Rebuilding Program and the
support available to them.

Hydro One Names Recipients of
2016 Leonard S. (Tony) Mandamin
Scholarship
Simple, small and powerful are the
three key words that best describe the
LC32 LED cove Lighting System. With
a comprehensive range of features, the
LC32 offers high performance with
flexibility and easy installation in mind.
Its compact construction, low energy
consumption, and remarkably powerful
lumen packages make it a valuable linear
lighting design tool that extends its use far
beyond cove lighting.

Schneider Electric - “We Care
Rebuilding Program”
Schneider Electric has activated the
company’s “We Care Rebuilding Program”
in response to the emergency in Fort
McMurray. The We Care Rebuilding
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Local electrical suppliers Guillevin
International supplied the LED light
fixtures and Sesco supplied all the
material.

STANDARD, New Transformer
and News on Building a Brighter
Community with Habitat for
Humanity

In celebration of National Aboriginal
Day, Hydro One recognized 10 students
selected for the Leonard S. (Tony)
Mandamin Scholarship, granted annually
to First Nations, Métis and Inuit postsecondary students.

Thomas & Betts Canada Garage
Make-over Promotion Winners
Announced!

Liteline Expands Manufacturing
and Distribution Facility
As of August 2, Liteline Corporation will
be moving to a new facility in Richmond
Hill, ON (8 Abacus Road, Brampton, ON
L6T 5B7). The new office will support
Liteline’s commitment to customer
service, the environment and growth.

Contractors from OEL’s Quinte
Chapter volunteered their time and
expertise on August 4, 2016, at Camp
Sagonaska Scout Reserve, just north
of Belleville. The project was the
installation of LED lighting in three
cabins along with a few receptacles for
charging stations.

Thomas & Betts Canada has announced
the four lucky winners of the Star
Teck® fittings “Win a garage make-over
promotion” that ran from March 1, 2016
to April 29, 2016. See the winners and
check out the video with the grand prize
winner’s reaction and comments at www.
tnb.ca/stpromo.

STANDARD introduces their new Step
down Transformer, designed to convert
high-voltage power to low-voltage power;
allowing 100-277 V LED drivers to
operate on 347 V and can be installed
either in the junction box or directly on
the luminaire.
On June 17, Standard Products
participated in a building day for Habitat
for Humanity in the Greater Toronto Area.
Through this project, Standard Products’
employees had the opportunity to learn,
ask questions and be part of something
bigger. There were many positive parallels
to what Standard Products aspires to
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achieve, and by aligning with Habitat for
Humanity, everyone involved can “Build a
Brighter Community, Together.”
On April 22, STANDARD donated
a percentage of its sales, a grand total
of $22,800, towards the construction of
three new homes in collaboration with
Habitat for Humanity Canada.
They would like to say thank you to
all the customers who took part in in this
initiative.

Siemens - Wi-Fi Enabled EV
Charger - Now Available in Canada

Oosterhof Electrical
Oosterhof Electrical Services welcomes Lee Walsh of Avert
Fire to their staff.
Lee is a Service Fire/Alarm Technician and brings his
skills and qualifications to our company. Oosterhof Electrical
Services is pleased to be able to offer Fire Alarm Verifications
and Installation Services to our company’s scope of work in the
Kingston, Belleville and Brockville corridor.

Eaton’s Employees Donate Close to
$50,000 to Help the Fort McMurray
Relief Fund
Eaton and its employees in Canada
donated close to $50,000. to the Canadian
Red Cross towards the Fort McMurray
relief fund. The amount of the Canadian
donation does not include funds donated
towards this effort by Eaton employees
globally.

Eaton is proud of their employees’
commitment to community support and
global inclusion.

The Nine Standards of Conduct
4Continued from page 25

The VersiCharge Smart Grid (SG) is one
of the first Wi-Fi enabled electric vehicle
(EV) charging stations that allow residential
owners to monitor and control usage
remotely through a mobile or web app.
Some of the features include Wi-Fi
communication to enable communication
through the Siemens cloud, remote control
to monitor and control the charging
units, built-in metering to see the usage
information and easy installation.

Contractors
Registration
Agency
Advisory Council and the Electrical
Safety Authority (ECRA/ESA) asked
themselves these questions.
Many members of ECRA/ESA are
LECs, and they understand how critical
it is to be aware of the laws that the
industry follows in a simplified easy to
understand guideline. The result is the
Licence Holder Standards of Conduct
that you’ll find inserted in the summer
issue of Plugged In and on esasafe.
com. It is a plain language guide to the
obligations LECs and MEs have been

subject to in the Electricity Act since
2005. There are no new requirements;
it is simply an explanation of existing
laws. Not following the Standards of
Conduct is a legal cause for discipline
from ECRA/ESA.
We encourage you to share this
information with your colleagues and
employees to make sure the whole
industry operates and competes on the
same playing field and contributes to
public safety and consumer protection.
For more information, email: ESA.
Licensing@electricalsafety.on.ca

We would like to thank the following companies
for supporting this edition of Dialogue.
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BUILDING
PARTNERSHIPS
Hydro One’s service territory stretches across Ontario, which means
that we require a wide range of materials to serve our customers.
Building and growing relationships with First Nations and Métis Communities
is a top priority for Hydro One and we want to ensure that you have the
opportunity to be a part our procurement process and activities.
Help us to serve your community and the communities around you
by joining Hydro One’s Aboriginal Business Directory and learning
more about our business opportunities.
Please visit us at: www.HydroOne.com/FirstNationsMetis
or email us at: NewVendorInquiries@HydroOne.com

Partners in Powerful Communities

